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Heyy, your email is successfully confirmed,  Login now.


Create a website for your

Mobile App.

AppPage.net is an easy and free service to have a turnkey website for your mobile application, with supporting app-ads.txt, privacy policy pages, coming soon page and more..


Preview Your App
Signup for Free
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Modern Themes

Modern app landing page templates.
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Secure

All websites are secured with https.
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More Ad Revenue

Increase your revenue with app-ads.txt support.
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Multilingual

Your website is multilingual, just choose languages.
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Our services

Solving Problems

We do all these for you.



Easy to Create


Create only entering your app's store link, you don't need to know coding.




Multiple Themes


You don't need to pay for app landing page. Just choose one of best themes.




Free Subdomain


You don't need to buy a domain, choose a subdomain and use it freely.




Privacy Policy Page


Create your privacy policy page. It is required by app stores.




app-ads.txt Page


If your application contains ads, you need to have /app-ads.txt page. It is required by Admob and other ad networks.




Coming Soon Page


If your app is not published on app stores, you can have a coming soon website with including privacy, and app-ads.txt pages.
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Our services

What's Problem!


In past, we developed many mobile apps and for each one we bought an app landing page, paid hosting firm, bought a domain, have an ssl etc. All these were annoying problems.
We've simply created AppPage.net to solve all these problems and to give your time and money back. Now having a turnkey website is so easy and cheap.



View Pricing
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Pricing

Have a website for your mobile application, completely free.










FREE

Premium



	Great Landing Pages
	Coming Soon Page
	Privacy Policy Page
	Terms of Use Page
	app-ads.txt Support
	SSL Support
	Subdomain
	Multi-language Support




Try Now




















Our clients

Client Showcase
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Recent updates

Featured Stories
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3 Ways for User Acquisition

Find a great app idea and develop an excellent application. Then you publish your new app on App Store excitedly. Even you may dream to be rich with thinking your app downloaded with millions of people.

Read More
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What is app-ads.txt?

App-ads.txt is an extension of ads.txt, suitable for advertising in the in-app environment on mobile world. “Ads.txt” stands for authorized digital sellers and is a simple, flexible and secure method that publishers and authorized partners can use to publicly declare that they have approved the company to sell their digital advertising resources. 

Read More
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Having an App Website

It's no wonder that the mobile app industry is booming, with over 3.6 billion smartphone users worldwide. App use and mobile penetration are continuing to rise steadily...

Read More

















Contact

Questions?
Get in touch

We'll be happy to help answer any of your questions. Send us an email and we'll get back to you shortly.
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Auto generate a beautiful website for your application.
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About

We like to do business at Phitime HQ to our clients' satisfaction.

	About Us
	Privacy Policy
	Terms of Use
	Sales Agreement
	DMCA Disclaimer
	Threads Profile Photo Zoom








Contact Us

	Merkez mh.
Sisli - Istanbul
Turkey
	[email protected]
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This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. More info
Got it!












